Edge Import
Performance
Starter Guide

Edge Import is a robust, intuitive data load tool that enables
customers to manage their data loads in a self-service manner.
With Edge Import, customers have the ability to map, validate
and load data into their Cornerstone application using flat files.
Customers can also set up data feed to automatically load these
flat files such as employee or transcript data from an external
system into the Cornerstone application.
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Getting started
What is Edge Import

Edge Import empowers you to take complete control of the data you upload to your
Cornerstone portal. A simple and intuitive data load management tool that lets you
load data in to your Cornerstone portal by creating recurring feeds and one-time bulk
loads. All based on the files you provide and map yourself, so you can get results when
you need them.
Edge Import lets you create templates, called Configurations in your portal.
Configurations are mapped to specific data in your files to match Cornerstone’s
system fields and can be used for manual data loads or to map your scheduled feeds,
making future loads quicker and easier.
Edge Import Performance Loads and Feeds makes it possible to import performance
review data and update for existing standard and off-cycle review tasks, assign
users to performance tasks, goals, and load salary data from your HRIS into your
Cornerstone portal and use that information for compensation and performance
planning and reporting.
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Step 1: Enablement
Enablement of Edge Import for Performance is possible by selecting the Edge Import
on the Edge Marketplace (Admin > Tools > Edge > Marketplace). This functionality is
available to be tested for free, by selecting the Install button in the Pilot and Stage
portals.

After the functionality has been tested and validated, you may enable Edge Import in
your Production portals by selecting the Purchase button within the Marketplace tile,
and access it to setup the configurations. However, if you have DLW: User/OU enabled,
you will need to disable it prior to using Edge Import for employee and OU data
processing. Check out the Edge Import: Core Migration Guide for detailed instructions.

Step 2: Security Permissions
Security Permissions grant access to certain functionality in the system, while also
allowing administrators to restrict access to certain data.
Security Roles, their permissions and users assigned are controlled in Security Role
Administration (Admin > Tools > Core Functions > Security Role Administration.) Find
more information about Security Role Administration in Online Help.
Permissions are automatically assigned to the System Administrator role, they can be
assigned to the necessary roles by assigned system administrators.
Edge Integrations - Manage
Access to Edge Integrations
Edge Marketplace - Manage
Access to Edge Marketplace
Access Edge Import
Allow access to Edge Import

Create/Update Configurations
Grants ability to create and update
data load configurations
Delete Configurations
Grants ability to delete
configurations
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Set up Feed
Enables administrator to access Feed
Settings to create/update feeds and
schedule feed runs.

Edge Import - Load Employee
Compensation
Grant ability to access Employee
Compensation data load via Edge Import

Manual Run Feed
Grants ability to check files in FTP and run
feed manually.

Edge Import - User Goal Load
Grant ability to access Performance user
goals data load via Edge Import

Enable/Disable Feeds
Grants ability to activate or deactivate
Feeds from running as per Schedule in
Feed Settings.

Edge Import - Load Review scores and
pdfs
Grant ability to load performance review
scores and PDF files

Edge Import - Load Employee Salary
Grant ability to access employee salary
data load via Edge Import

Load Details Reports
Users with access to Edge Import can see the high level load results for all loads (Edge
Import > Loads) even without having permissions to perform loads for those load
types.
By default, a user with the permission to perform a load is able to download the
import results report from the Load Details page for load performeds by anyone in
your organization.
To restrict the downloading of reports to only the loads performed by a user, an
optional security permission, Download Reports Access when portal opts-in
for Restrict reports access - Edge Import, can be enabled by contacting Global
Customer Support.
Once activated, users WITHOUT this permission cannot download import result
reports for loads created by others, limitted only to loads performed by themselves.
Users WITH this permission in their security role will be able to download import
reports for loads performed by others.
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Load Type & Constraints
There are no constraints available for Edge Import load type permissions.
Edge Import is intended for use by system administrators who do not need
constraints. In general, administrators with permissions for a given load type can load
the data.

Owner / Created By
All users with permissions for a given load type can view and use the configuration
data (for this load type), manage data feeds or review the data logs (for this load
type), independent from the fact who has created the configuration or who has
loaded the data (for this load type).
For example, Both users have permissions to the same load type.
• A configuration created by Admin1 can be used by Admin2.
• A data feed and the loading results (incl. the data) created by Admin1 can be
viewed by Admin2.
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Edge Import overview
Once enabled, Edge Import can be accessed by navigating to ADMIN > TOOLS > EDGE >
IMPORTS AND FEEDS
The Edge Import homepage contains all necessary features to successfully create
and review data mappings and feeds. Edge Import allows you to build Configurations
to quickly load data and create feeds. Configurations are the mapping guides that
describe the data you want to import.
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DLW Migration (A)
For clients using Data Load Wizard (DLW) ready to transition their configurations to
Edge Import.

Templates (1)
To build a Configuration it’s important to have a copy of your data file to begin the
mapping process. Templates contain all the necessary fields and formats for your files
and are available by selecting the Get A Template Guide button.
Key Management (a) is available to help secure your data files with encryption.

Configurations (2)
A Configuration describes the data you want to import. Configurations are created
using data files you intend to use for future loads and feeds.
The Recently Used Configurations (b) section allows you to review configurations
recently used to create a load or feed. Selecting a configuration will take you to the
Configuration Details page (c).

Loads (3)
Loads are non-recurring imports of bulk data. Loads utilize Configurations as the
guides for how your files will be interpreted, validated, and imported.
The Recent Loads (d) section allows you to review recently created loads. Selecting a
load will take you to the Load Details page (e).

Feed Settings (4)
Feed Settings lets you create recurring, scheduled, automatic imports of data
dropped to your Cornerstone-provided FTP. Multiple feeds can be configured, each
feed able to process multiple data types.
Selecting the Feed Runs (f) button displays the progress and status of all imports
performed by the feeds. The Recent Feed Runs (g) section allows you to review the
most recent feeds that have processed. Selecting a feed will take you to the Feed
Details page (h).
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Get a Template Guide (Step 1)
Templates are available for all data types. Even if your file comes from your HRIS, the
template may be useful because it provides the necessary fields and formats that are
required to upload the data to Edge Import. Selecting the Get a Template Guide button
from the Edge Import homepage will open the Template Flyout.
From the Category and Type dropdown, select the load type.
You will be asked to choose which culture should be used as a default. This option lets
you select a language that will be applied as the default if no language is selected.
Once you have answered these questions, select the Download button to download
and open an Excel spreadsheet.
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Excel Template Guide
Open your downloaded spreadsheet and prepare your data following instructions in
the Template Guide.
The first tab of the spreadsheet includes information and basic requirements
for each column that can be mapped using the Edge Import tool. The information
provided differs for each data type, but most will include the following information:
• The name of the field
• The type of data that can be entered
• Whether the field is required or optional
• A Conditionally Required field indicates that mapping this field may cause other
fields to become required
• The Acceptable values for each field
• The Default values of a field if left blank
• A brief description of the field

The second tab is the Worksheet tab, where you enter the actual data that was
defined in the first tab.
The third tab is the Considerations tab, that defines the file and field requirements for
the file and load type you are creating. It is important to review and understand the
requirements listed on this tab thoroughly to avoid future errors.
The tabs that follow (if any) contain pre-determined values that need to be added to
specific fields within the worksheet. For example, the Language Code tab will include
the acceptable values for the Default Language field.
See File and Data formatting chapters for common considerations.
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Key Management
Key Management allows you to manage the generation of PGP (Pretty Good
Privacy) Encryption keys. PGP provides an added layer of security to protect your
organization’s information and can be used for one-time data loads and scheduled
feeds. The Key Management page Filters allow you to Show Only Active Keys and/or
Show Only My Keys.

To begin, select the Create Key button. A flyout will appear, allowing you to give
your key a name, then select the Create Key button. Your key will appear on the Key
Management page, where you can select the Download PGP Key button. The key will
download as a .asc file. After downloading the public PGP key, use it to encrypt the
data files. Contact your internal IT department for support with encrypting the data
files.

Edge Import Key Management Highlights:
• Generate and manage up to two unique PGP keys.
• Edge Import PGP keys expire every 180 days for increased security
• PGP keys generated from Edge Import can only be used for encrypting csv and
text files. Encryption of Excel files is not supported.
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Create Configurations (Step 2)
A Configuration is a guide that describes the data you want to import and how the
system should interpret, validate, and import that data. Configurations are used to
create Loads and Feeds.
Before getting started, make sure you have a data file from which to create your
configuration. This can be created from a Cornerstone-provided Template or from a
3rd-party vendor.
Once your data is ready, you can create a Configuration by selecting the
Configurations link on the Edge Import page.

The Configurations page lists the configurations created by your organization.
Selecting an already built configuration allows you to observe the settings used to
create the configuration. It is not possible to edit a configuration once it has been
created, though it is possible to delete the configuration.
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Create a new configuration
To create a new configuration, select the New Configuration button. There are four
steps to creating a configuration:
1. Upload
2. Options
3. Mapping
4. Save

1. Upload

From the Category and Type dropdown, select the data type for the configuration
you’re creating.

Next, add a copy of your data file. Drag and drop the file to the center of the page, or
use the Pick a File button to select the file from your computer.
Select the Upload button to process the file.
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2. Options

The Options step allows Edge Import to read and validate your data based on the
uploaded file.

If using an Excel file, specify which worksheet has the necessary information. In the
Cornerstone-provided template, this is the Worksheet. You will also need to specify if
your file includes column headers.
For Employee loads, it is possible to Inactivate users not present in the file. You can
also set a threshold percentage of users in your system that will inactivate before the
system cancels the load, as a safety precaution.
You will then need to answer several questions related to the selected data type. The
responses to the presented questions will dictate how the system interprets and
imports data records.
If the primary key for the data file is a GUID, the file cannot be used to update
any user-relationship type fields, eg: target’s manager, approver, or any custom
relationship field.
Once you’ve answered the questions, select the Next button.
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3. Mapping

On the Mapping page you associate or “map” the data columns in your uploaded file to
the system fields. Edge Import reviews your file and automatically matches the fields
that it recognizes.

• The Column Header field lists the headers from the file you downloaded.
• Use Map to Field to associate your data to the Cornerstone system fields. If a field
is not recognized, either select a field or type in the system field name in the “Map
To Field” column drop-down. An asterisk indicates that a system field must be
mapped to a column in your file.
• To the right of the page, toggle Unmatched Fields to show just the “Required
Unmatched fields” or “all Unmatched” fields.
Once you have mapped your fields, select the Next button.

4. Save

To finalize your configuration, give it a name and select the Save button.
You will be directed to the Configurations Details page to review the settings and
mapping, or delete the configuration.
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Recently Used Configurations (b)
The Recently Used Configurations section of the Edge Import homepage displays your
organization’s most recently used configurations, with the option to filter down by the
loads you have created.
A quick overview of the configuration is displayed. This includes:
• The type of configuration
• The name of the configuration used
• The date the configuration was used
• Who created the configuration
Clicking a Configuration will take you to the Configuration Details page for that load.

Configurations Details (c)
The Configuration Details page provides information related to your selected
configuration. This page is divided in to three tabs and includes a New Load button to
use the configuration for a one-time data load.
The Overview tab displays high level info about this configuration.
The Options tab provides the responses to the questions asked during the creation of
the configuration. These responses determine how the system interprets and imports
data records.
The Mapping tab lets you review the association between column headers in the file
that will be uploaded to the portal and system fields. Letting you ensure the correct
fields are mapped properly.
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Creating Loads (Step 3)
To create a one-time import of bulk data, select Loads from the Edge Import
Homepage.

The Loads page lists the loads created by your organization. Selecting a load allows
you to observe the Load Details page for information related to the configuration used
and the success status of the load.

Create a new load
To create a new load, select the New Load button.
From the Category and Type drop-down menu, select the data type that applies to
the data you are loading.
From the Configuration dropdown, select the Configuration you created for the data
type, or select the New Configuration button to create one.
• Once you select a Configuration, you can select Modify to review and change the
Options and Mapping for this load only. When finished, select the Use Modified
Configurations button. It is important to know that these modifications will not
save to the Configuration.
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If your file has been encrypted with a PGP generated in the Key Management page,
select the matching key.
Only active PGP keys will be available for selection.
If PGP file is uploaded and PGP key selected does not match, an error will display.
Drag and drop the file to the center of the page, or use the Pick a File button to select
the file from your computer.
Note: The file type, sheet name, and header names for columns in
your file need to match those mapped in the Configuration.
See file and data formatting chapters for common considerations.

File from FTP

You also have the option to “load a file from
FTP”. Use this option to open an FTP File
Path and enter the path of your file in the
Cornerstone-provided FTP directory.
If the file you are loading is located in the main
FTP directory, provide only the file name.
If a file is located in a subfolder, specify the path to that folder and include the file
name as shown on the screen.
The Check File button verifies that the specified file exists within the FTP.
Click here to learn more about accessing your Cornerstone-provided FTP.
Files placed on FTP for a one-time load will remain on the FTP after the load has
finished processing.
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Validate Only and Load

Once your file has been loaded, you have two
options Validate Only and Load.
The Validate Only option directs you to the
Load Details page, where the system validates your data so you can ensure the file is
configured correctly. On this page you will also have the option to Load your data in to
the system
The Load button directs you to the Load Details page, where the system validates your
data and, if validated successfully, uploads the data.

Recent Loads section (d)
The Recent Loads section of the Edge Import homepage displays your organization’s
most recent data loads or validations, with the option to filter down by the loads you
have created.
A quick overview of the load is displayed. This includes:
• The type of load
• The name of the file loaded
• The date the load began
• Who initiated the load
• How many/if any errors
• The status of the load
Clicking a load will take you to the Load Details page for that load.

Load Details page (e)
The Load Details page provides a summary of the selected load.
The information section displays specific details associated with this load.
You can download individual reports with details from the Quick Stats and Reports
section. Within the report, error/warning columns have detailed messages to help
identify the data issues. The columns and data are in the same format as originally
provided. You can rectify the record as needed and perform desired action.
This area visually indicates the progress and count of records in each status. You will
notice a bar graph when data is processing. Once completed, the data has finished
processing and the data will be in a pie chart with final counts.
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This section only appears if your records have any errors or warnings and shows how
many fields have the same type of error.

Reports will expire and become unavailable for download after 30 days post load (this
limit can be increased to 90 days with a request to Global Customer Success).

Encrypted data in the load report
Data for an encrypted import file will be shown in the load report as
unencrypted and visible.

Report view permissions
Users with access to Edge Import can see the high level load results
for all loads even without having permissions to perform loads for
those load types.
Users with permissions for a particular load type can download
detailed result reports for loads created by anyone in your
organization.
An optional permission is available that can limit the reports a user
may download to only loads created themselves. See the Restrict
Download Reports section of Getting Started for more details.
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Schedule Feeds (Step 4)
To ensure your Cornerstone portal has the most up-to-date data, you can create data
feeds that import one or more files on a scheduled basis. These files are typically
generated by an HRIS or third-party vendor and placed on your Cornerstone-provided
FTP. To create a recurring data feed, select Feed Settings from the Edge Import
Homepage.

The Feeds Settings page lists the feeds created by your organization. Selecting an
existing feed allows you to observe the Feed Details page for information related to
how the settings and schedule are configured.
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Create a new feed
To create a new feed, select the Create Feed button.

1. Overview

In the Overview tab, edit the name of the feed by selecting the pencil icon, entering a
new name, and selecting Enter on your keyboard.
Selecting the Change FTP Path link lets you change the path on your Cornerstoneprovided FTP that Edge Import will finds the delivered files.
If the other tabs have not been completed for this feed, you will find the options for
them available on the Overview page, as well as the date the feed last ran, the date it
will run next, and the Status of the feed.

2. File setup

The File Setup tab lets you designate one or more data files to import simultaneously
based on a schedule.
Select the Add File button to open the Add File Flyout.
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From the Category and Type dropdown select the data type you will be uploading.
The Configuration dropdown lists all configurations built by your organization for the
selected data type.
The File Name Starts With field is where you will enter the name of the file you will be
delivering to the FTP.
• If the file name will not change for future loads, enter the full file name. For
example, Users.csv
• If the file name changes for each load, for instance, the current date is added to
the end of filename each day it’s loaded to the FTP site, only enter the prefix for
the file. For example, Users
In the Include this file in the feed section, select Yes to activate the file. If No is
selected, the file will not be processed by the feed.
When finished, select the Add File button. You may select the added files to make
edits or Remove the file from the feed.
Multiple files can be added to a feed, allowing your Employee and OU files to all
process at the same time.
Once files are added, you will see the Run Feed and Check Files buttons.
• The Check Files button validates that the
files are present on the FTP and displays a
Green check if present or Red X if files are
missing.
• The Run Feed button manually triggers the
feed and processes the files from the FTP.
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3. Scheduling

The Scheduling tab lets you define when and how often your feed will automatically
process. This is convenient because many 3rd-party HRIS systems can be set to
automatically delivery your data files to the Cornerstone-provided FTP at a recurring
schedule. This allows you to align the timing between your various products.
Select the Set Schedule button to open the Set Schedule Flyout. There are four
frequency options to choose from, each with unique scheduling preferences:

• Hourly - let you define the number of hours between each time your feed
processes.
• Daily - is for feeds that only need to run once a day, letting you decide the time
and in what timezone that your feed will begin processing.
• Weekly - lets you determine which days of the week, the time, and in what
timezone that your feed will begin processing.
• Monthly - is for feeds that only need to run once a month. You can decide which
day of the month based on numeric value (4th day of the month) or relative value
(third Sunday of the month). You can also select the time and timezone for the
selected day that your feed will begin processing.
The Summary section will display the next five run times based on your selections.
When finished, select the Save Schedule button to continue. On the Scheduling tab
you will now have Change Schedule tab that makes it easier to adjust your schedule as
needed.
Keep in mind that there may be a delay between when your HRIS
begins delivering files to the FTP and when those files have finished
uploading and are ready for Edge Import to process.
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4. Notifications

The Notifications tab lets you define who will receive communications regarding the
feed’s status. Click the Add Notification to open the Notification Flyout.

In the Recipient Email field, enter the email address for a single user who should
receive notifications.
Select the status that triggers the email. You can select multiple statuses for a single
recipient. Statuses include:
• Feed Start
• Feed Error
• Feed Complete
• Feed Stuck
• Key Expiration
Set the Enable this notification option to Yes to activate the notifications for this
recipient.
If Key Expiration is selected:
• 30 days before the key expires, there will be a message in the normal feed emails
(start/error/complete/stuck) to notify key expiration.
• 14 days before the key expires, there will be a Key expiration email triggered that
will be delivered every day until it expires.
• If the key expires and the file continues to run without a new key, error message
will be seen in the feed run details and in the feed complete/error emails.
Select the Add Notification buttons to save the notification. Select a created
notification to update or remove the notification from the feed.
Only one recipient can be entered with each Notification. However, you can create
multiple Notifications to accommodate the need for multiple recipients.
The email contains an overview of the latest scheduled data load and a link to Edge
Import for more details.
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5. Encryption

If your files will be encrypted with a PGP generated in the Key Management page,
select the matching key.

6. Change Log

The Change Log tab to review the modifications made to the feed, including who
made changes, when the change was made, and the specific modification made.
Use the filters button to narrow down the results of the log by the Area Changed and
the user who made the change.

7. Activation

Once all required tabs have been configured, the Activate toggle will appear next to
the name of your feed. By default, the feed is off until you activate it. When the toggle
is blue, the feed is Active.
Files cannot be added or changed while the feed is enabled. To make changes to the
Feed, set the Active toggle to off.

What happened to my file after processing?
After a data feed is executed, the files for that feed are
automatically removed from the FTP source. This will only affect
the files associated with this feed.
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Feed Runs (f)
The Feed Runs page allows you to see the progress and status of all imports
performed by feeds.
Use the filter button to easily find specific runs by its status or the person who ran the
feed. Once you’ve found the specific run, select it to view the Feed Details page.

Edge User
Scheduled data feeds will be performed with a special system User:
Edge User. The Edge User is the user who will be visible in the Audit
& Modification histories. The Edge User cannot be accessed from
Admin > Users page, so no edits can be performed for this user.
Field permissions are not accounted, the Edge User has full access
to all fields.

Recent Feed Runs section
The Recent Feed Run section on the Edge Import homepage displays your
organization’s most recent data feed runs, with the option to filter down by the runs
you have manually initiated.
A quick overview of the feed is displayed. This includes:
•

The name of the feed

•

The date and time the feed began processing

•

Who initiated the feed run, either an individual user or by schedule

•

How long the feed took to process

•

The status of the load.

Clicking a feed will take you to the Load Details page for that load.
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Feed Runs Details page
The Feed Run Details page lets you view the status and results of the feed run
The Information section displays the details related to this feed.
The Record Details section indicates the progress and count of records from all files
in this feed run. When data is processing a bar graph is displayed show the progress.
Once the data has finished processing, the results of the feed run will display in a pie
chart with a final count of the run status.

Selecting the file name below the pie chart will direct you to the Load Details for that
file load.
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File formatting
File types
Edge Import supports the uploading of two file types: Text and Excel. The names you
give to your files are flexible. The names of the columns within your file but must be
unique for that file (i.e. only one column per file may be named User ID).
Once a configuration has been created using a particular file type (including delimiter,
encoding, or worksheet name), identical formatting will need to be used for any data
load or scheduled feed using that configuration.

Text files
• Supported file extension: .CSV or .TXT
• Supported delimiter: TAB, COMMA or PIPE
• Supported encoding: ANSI, UTF 8, UTF 8 BOM

* When using accented or umlaut characters in data feeds, files should be
UTF-8 encoded with BOM (Byte Order Mark) to ensure the characters display
properly in the system.

Excel files
• File extension: .XLS or .XLSX
• Only one worksheet can be loaded at a time
28

Encrypted files
The Edge Import Key Management page allows for the generation of PGP keys that
can be associated with your configuration files for for scheduled feeds and one-time
data loads.
When uploading a PGP encrypted file, ensure file name extension also has .pgp or
.gpg. For exampl

Headers
Edge Import supports Text and Excel files with and without column headers. During
creation of a new configuration, you will be asked Does your file have headers?

If you select Yes, Edge Import will recognize the first row in your file as the column
names to be used when mapping.
If you select No, Edge Import will recognize the first row in your file as data. Mapping
will display the column names as Column1, Column2, Column3, ...

It is recommended you use column headers to make the configuration and
maintenance process more user friendly and less vulnerable for errors.
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File limits
File size
The maximum file size that can be used for a data load is 25 GB.

Number of columns in a file
Up to 150 columns (sheduled feed) and 300 columns (data load) can be loaded per file.

Number of records in a file
The number of records (one row in a data file represents one record) you can load
varies by environment and load type. Up to date limits per environment can be found
in Knowledge Central.
These limits are also listed in the template guides for each load.
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Data formatting
To properly utilize Edge Import, specific formatting of the data you import is required.
Some of the most common formatting requirements include:

Number Formats
Numeric values can be formatted in one of the following ways:
Decimals are separated with a period “.”
Examples:
• 1234.56
• 1,234.56
Decimals are separated with a comma “,”
Examples:
• 1234,56
• 1.234,56
Decimals are separated with a comma “,” and thousands are grouped with a dot “.”
Examples:
• 1.234,56
• 1.000
• 120.000
• 123.456,78
The maximum number of digits for decimal support is dependent on load type.
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Boolean formats
Boolean values can be delivered in one of the following ways:
True

False

1, active, on, t, true, y, yes

0, f, false, inactive, n, no, off

• Boolean values are NOT case sensitive, Example: “TRUE” or “True” or “true” are all
acceptable.
• Boolean values are not localized . Example: If a French user downloads the
template in French, they will see acceptable values in English.

Date formats
Date values can be ordered in one of the following ways:
Day First
If your date 31 Dec 2017 is delivered as:
• 31/12/2017
• 31-12-2017
• 31.12.2017
Year can also be 2 digits but will always interpreted as 19XX. It’s recommended to provide 4 digits.

Month First
If your date 31 Dec 2017 is delivered as:
• 12/31/2017
• 12-31-2017
Year can also be 2 digits but will always interpreted as 19XX. It’s recommended to provide 4 digits.

Year First
If your date 31 Dec 2017 is delivered as:
•

2017/12/31

•

2017-12-31

Year must be 4 digits.
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Date/time formats
• Date/Time values are stored in the database in UTC
format.
• Acceptable format for Date/Time values:
DATE HH:MM:SS +/-UTC offset.
• Edge Import will default to UTC (00:00AM UTC) for
Date/Time fields without any UTC/Offset information.
Example (Month First): “05/20/2005” > “20th May
2005 00:00AM UTC”.
• In the Template Guide, the field type for Date/Time
fields is “Date and Time“.

Date/Time Example 1 - UTC
Date/Time in file contains a time stamp in UTC
Date/Time for a user
record in Singapore
(SGT)
(in Source System)

Date/Time in UTC
(in File)

Date/Time in CSOD
Database

05/20/2005
20:00:00

05/20/2005
12:00:00

05/20/2005 12:00:00
UTC

Cornerstone Portal

User View
(PST)
05/20/2005
(04:00 PST)

User View
(CET)
05/20/2005
(13:00 CET)

User View
(SGT)
05/20/2005
(20:00 SGT)

Date/Time Example 2 - with Offset
Date/Time in file contains a time stamp in UTC
Date/Time for a user
record in Singapore
(SGT)
(in Source System)

Date/Time in UTC
(in File)

Date/Time in CSOD
Database

05/20/2005
20:00:00

05/20/2005
20:00:00 +8

05/20/2005 12:00:00
UTC

Cornerstone Portal

User View
(PST)
05/20/2005
(04:00 PST)

User View
(CET)
05/20/2005
(13:00 CET)

User View
(SGT)
05/20/2005
(20:00 SGT)

PST = Pacific Standard Time (UTC-8) | CET = Central European Time (UTC+1) | SGT = Singapore Time (UTC+8)
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Date/Time Example 1 - UTC
Edge Import will default to UTC
(00:00AM UTC) for Date/Time fields
without UTC/Offset information. For
example: “05/20/2005” will become
“20th May 2005 00:00AM UTC” in the
database.

A client is based in the USA, the LMS
date/time data in their source system
is stored in local date/time (PST).

2
1

4
3

The data is exported without any
UTC/Offset information. In the
file, the “Completion Date“ is just
exported with “05/20/2005“.

In the presentation layer (user interface),
the “Completion Date“ for an end user
based in the USA (PST timezone) will
now appear in „05/19/2005“ due to the
conversion from UTC to PST (– 8 hours).

To import and display PST data correctly, the data should be exported or transformed
to value including an UTC/Offset information. For example (from PST to UTC):
“05/20/2005” should become “05/20/2005 00:00:00 -8”
When data in an invalid date format is present in an Edge Import load the row at fault
will not be imported. A new warning message is visible on the Load Details page and
in the Excel error report for the load to indicate that data in an incorrect date format
was present in the file.

Multiple value formats

• Fields that accept multiple values will accept multiple values that are separated by
a semicolon. In using Excel sheets, multiple values separated by a comma are also
supported.
• For fields that accept multiple values be sure to send the complete set of values.
Example (Field: Topics):

Example
If “Software Applications;Technical Skills” was provided in a first load and next time
“Software Applications” is provided only, “Technical Skills” will be removed.
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Translation & culture
• For selected load types, Edge Import allows
the same load type to be used for regular
loads or for translation loads only.
• For translation loads only, the main record
must already exist in Cornerstone.
• In selecting “Is Translation Load”, the template
guide will show up only fields which are
relevant for the translation load. The culture selected will be used as default.
Culture
The selected culture drives the language in which the Template Guide instructions and
field acceptable values (for localized standard and custom fields) will show.
Template guide
• Only the fields flagged with “Able To Translate” remain in the Template Guide.
• An additional “Translation Culture” field will be made available.
• The “Able to Translate” field indicates if a field is localized and can be translated with
Edge Import.

The culture selected will
be used as default.
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The data for translation loads can be provided in different ways:
Translation load file with one record per language.

A translation load file with all records as per
default language selected. In this example, the
default language selected was Spanish.

Subject
Ref

Title

Translation
Culture

Subject
Ref

Title

Acc

Gestion de compte

fr-CA

Acc

Administración de cuentas

Acc

Kontoführung

de-DE

Accl

Acelerar las ventas

Acc

Gestión de cuentas

es-ES

AppM

Matemáticas Aplicadas

(...)

(...)

(...)

AppS

Estadísticas aplicadas

(...)

(...)

Set defaults

• Edge Import simplifies the way to
set “Default” values and control the
“Blank overwrite” behavior.
• Default values can be system
defined values or blank. These details can be found in the template guide.
• For selected load types, there’s an option available how to manage default values.
Note: If this option is not available on creating a Configuration, the default will be:
“Do Nothing”.

Preference Selected
Apply Default Value

Do Nothing

Value in File

Value in Cornerstone

System defined
Default value

Result

Value 1

Blank

Blank

Value 1

Value 2

Value 1

Blank

Value 2

Blank

Value 2

Blank

Blank

Value 1

Blank

Value 3

Value 1

Value 2

Value 1

Value 3

Value 2

Blank

Value 2

Value 3

Value 3

Value 1

Blank

Blank

Value 1

Value 2

Value 1

Blank

Value 2

Blank

Value 2

Blank

Value 2

Value 1

Blank

Value 3

Value 1

Value 2

Value 1

Value 3

Value 2

Blank

Value 2

Value 3

Value 2
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Custom Fields
Data loads to custom fields are supported by default (unless otherwise specified).
For a custom field to appear in the template guide, your user account must be within
the custom field’s availablilty.
• Custom Fields will be either automatically added to the template guide based on
your portal configuration or will be made available as a dedicated load type.
• The following custom field types are NOT supported:
– Hierarchy
– Branched Dropdown
– Conditional Numeric Field
• Default values will be set for blank, unmapped, or invalid Custom Fields that are of
types:
– Dropdown
– Radio Button
– Multi-Checkbox

Example

Template Guide

Default Value

Required/Optional Custom Fields
• Edge Import respects changes made from the portal for field requiredness. Field
can be changed from optional to required and vice-versa.
• The field required/optional setting changes will not impact the Configuration
Snapshot of past loads when field was required/optional.
• Template Guide always shows fields based on portal configuration at the time of
download.
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Scenario 1:
A file is imported with a configuration which contains field(s) whose requiredness has
changed.
• If an unmapped field is now required, then the load attempt (via manual load or
feed) fails with an error message.
• If a mapped field is now required, the load will process and return an error if value
was not provided for required field.
Scenario 2:
When the configuration contains a field whose requiredness is changed, the
Configuration Details page will show the mapping as it was saved, but with the
following exceptions: If an unmapped field is now required, then the load attempt (via
manual load or feed) fails with an error message.
• If an unmapped field is now required, it will appear as required in the UNMATCHED
list. This scenario will also apply if new required field is added.
• If a mapped field is now required, as usual in the mapping table, that field will be
shown with an asterisk (*).
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Data load types
This section of the guide provides an overview of the available load types within the
Performance category of Edge Import, to help you get started.
When performing data loads, it is important to remember that more comprehensive
information related to usage and formatting considerations, field mapping, and
requirements can be found on the template of each load type.
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Review Load
Permission to perform this load: Edge Import - Load Review scores and pdfs
A performance review, also called a performance appraisal or performance
evaluation, is a formal assessment in which evaluator evaluates an employee’s work
performance, identify strengths and weaknesses, offer feedback, and may set goals
for future performance, amongst other actions.
This load allows assigning, and updating Overall Rating and PDF load for existing
review tasks.
When creating an Review Load configuration in Edge Import, you will be able to select
whether the review task is a standard task or an off cycle task.
• Standard Task - A fixed periodic evaluation.
• Off cycle task - Performance review based on ad hoc basis.

Setup

To use the Review Load for Edge Import to updat scores and pdfs, there are several
considerations to be taken into account for the review that your are creating:
• A Standard/ Off cycle Performance Review Task must be created in the portal
prior to loading review scores and/or PDFs
• The Review Task must be assigned to at least 1 User or OU in the Availability
section of the task setup (it is recommend using a dummy user to protect from
the task start date hitting and being assigned to an actual user)
• The Review Task should only contain one “Review Step”
• This “Review Step” should have a single section of type “Sign Off Section” assigned
to Self only
• Review Task should use scoring scale that aligns with ratings that will be loaded
• “Ensure that Rating Scale configured for the task does not include Custom
Rounding Ranges”. Rating Scale with Custom Rounding Ranges are not supported
for load.
• Loading historical ratings and/or PDFs will mark the task to complete. However if
Task end date is in the future, the Task status will move back to In Progress and will
move to complete after the dates used in Task setup

Considerations

• This load type is only available for one-time data loads, it is not availalbe for
scheduled feeds.
• In your file, provide the PDF Name if you wish to upload a PDF file to a user’s
performance review.
– The actual file will need to be present on the CSOD FTP site, in the dedicated
PerformanceHDL/ReviewsPDF folder.
– PDF files will NOT be automatically removed from the FTP after the one-time
load.
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• Load Date would be the Completion Date of records.
• Scores should match the rating scale configured in the given performance task.
If numeric scores are provided for load, ensure values are numeric only. For Text
Rating, ensure the exact text values as per scale is provided in data file.
– If a text score is provided after choosing a numeric option for the load,
the score would be excluded from the load and will be shown as a warning
message.
• For Off cycle review load, Recurrence refers to the number of times a user has
been assigned this review. Ensure that the recurrence value added in a load is
unique for a user. Edge Import will overwrite data for existing recurrence value.
– The Recurrence value should not exceed 999

User Goals
Permission to perform this load: Edge Import - User Goal Load
Goals allow users and managers to set action-oriented tasks and track results.
Previously, bulk uploading of goals was not self-service, it required a project to
complete.
This load allows allows administrators to create and assign goals with no tasks or
targets to users.

Considerations

• This load type is only available for one-time data loads, it is not availalbe for
scheduled feeds
• This load cannot update goals, only create new
• The Goal ID for the goal you create needs to be unique
• Depending on the portal configuration, the total weight of all goals may be
required to be less than or equal to 100%. Edge Import load, ignores this
specification
• Depending on the portal configuration, the maximum number of goals may be
restricted. Edge Import load, ignores this limit
• Only a single Perspective can be associated with a goal
• Only a single Category can be associated with a goal
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Employee Salary
Permission to perform this load: Edge Import - Load Employee Salary
The Employee Salary reflects the base pay that an employee is paid by their employer
for the work they do.
This load allows allows administrators to upload records of employee salaries.

Considerations

• Multiple salary records can be loaded per user using seperate rows. The most
recent Salary Effective Date will become the current salary.

Salary Structure
Permission to perform this load: Edge Import - Load Salary Structure
This load allows you to import Salary Structures for Compensation in bulk via manual
loads or scheduled feeds using Edge Import. With this load, customers can import
multiple records, containing data such as minimum, maximum, and market salary
values by wage type, and the combination of up to three organizational units (OUs).
Feeds are supported with this new load type.

Employee Compensation
Permission to perform this load: Edge Import - Load Employee Compensation
The Employee Compensation reflects the other ways that employees can be paid for
their work.
This load allows allows administrators to upload records of employee salaries.

Considerations

• This load type is only available for one-time data loads, it is not availalbe for
scheduled feeds.
• Multiple salary compensation records can be loaded per user using seperate rows.
This can include multiple records for the same Compensation Type. The most
recent Effective Date will become the current record for that user’s compensation
type.
– Ensure each row is unique. If duplicate records are provided - the first record
will be loaded and the other records will error
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Individual Target
Permission to perform this load: Edge Import - Load Individual Target
This load allows you to import individual targets for Compensation in bulk via manual
loads or scheduled feeds using Edge Import. With this load, customers can import
records containing bonus and equity target values by user and target date. Feeds are
supported with this new load type.
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Appendix
FTP access
User’s within the System Administrator security role will be able to access the FTP
account by following the below steps:
1. Navigate to Admin > Tools > Core Functions > FTP Account Access
2. Click Connect.

3. A pop-up message will appear indicating that you will be redirected to another site
outside of your Cornerstone portal and advising you to disable pop-up blockers,
click Continue.
4. After clicking continue, you will be taken to the CSOD FTP site (Web Transfer
Client) in a new browser tab.

5. Select an existing folder by clicking on the folder name under My Folders in the left
navigation panel or create a new folder by clicking on the New Folder icon.
After selecting the desired folder, drag and drop your file(s) into the main panel to
upload to the FTP. Files can also be uploaded by clicking on the File Upload icon and
browsing to the location on your system file explorer.
Review Online Help for more information about permissions and managing access to
your Cornerstone-provided FTP directory.
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Migration from DLW
The DLW Migration tool makes it easy to transfer your existing feeds and templates
from the Data Load Wizard (DLW) to Edge Import. From the Home page of Edge
Import, select the DLW Migration option.

The DLW Migration page is divided into the Templates and Feed tabs, each listing their
respective DLW configurations. Selecting the options in these tabs will open a flyout
that lets you select which templates you would like to import into Edge.
Configurations and Feeds in Edge Import that were migrated from DLW will be flagged
to let you know where they originated.
Some considerations to keep in mind:
• Only active DLW feeds can be migrated to Edge Import.
• Only templates that meet one of the following conditions will be available to
migrate to Edge Import:
• Template has been used at least once in the last 90 days OR
• Template is used in an active DLW feed
• If a DLW template has multiple equivalent loads in Edge Import, the user will be
presented a choice to migrate the template to each one of the corresponding
configurations in Edge Import. For example, in the DLW, there’s only one transcript
load. However, in Edge Import there are six transcript loads. In such cases, the
user will have the option to migrate the template to any or all of the six Edge
Import configurations.
• A user can only migrate templates for which they have the corresponding
permissions in Edge Import. For example, a user must have the ‘Access CHR Employee Load’ permission to migrate User DLW templates to Employee Edge
Import configuration.
• A user can only migrate templates and feeds for which there are corresponding
Edge Import loads and feeds respectively. For example, a user will not be able to
migrate a Requisition template to Edge Import.
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Deep Linking
• “Data Feed Settings” and “Data Feed Runs” pages have unique Deep link URLs.
• This URL can be shared to communicate settings or load results with any CSOD
user.
• This URL can also be used to report issues with Product Support.
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What’s new with the August ‘22 release
New Compensation Load Types
Edge Import now includes the ability to create loads and feeds for Salary Structures
and Individual Targets.

Invalid Date Format
When data in an invalid date format is present in an Edge Import load the row at fault
will not be imported. A new warning message is visible on the Load Details page and
in the Excel error report for the load to indicate that data in an incorrect date format
was present in the file.
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